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Abstract 
In this paper, we are concerned with finite ps-composed codes, that is with codes obtained 
by composition of finite prefix and suffix codes. We give a method to decompose a finite 
prefix-suffix composed code in a minimal number of prefix and suffix codes. Using this method, 
we establish that every prefix-suffix composed n-word code (n> 3) can be expressed as the 
composition of at most 2n - 3 prefix and suffix codes. We show that for all n, this limit 
is reached, that is, there exists a p-s-composed n-word code that cannot be expressed as the 
composition of less than 2~2-3 prefix and suffix codes. Then we give an example of a three-word 
code which is not prefix-suffix composed, refuting a conjecture proposed by Restivo et al. in 
1989. 
0. Introduction 
One of the main open problems in the theory of codes is to characterize codes that 
are included in a finite maximal code, that is, codes having a finite completion. It has 
been shown in [7] that every prefix-suffix composed code has a finite completion. A 
study of these codes is presented in Sections 2-5. Although some of the results can 
be extended to the infinite case, all the codes we consider in this paper are supposed 
to be finite, unless the contrary is precised. 
The smallest known example of a code having no finite completion, constructed in 
[6], is the four-word code {b,ab, ba2,a5}. It has been shown in [7] that every two- 
word code is prefix-suffix composed, and then has a finite completion. It is not known 
whether every three-word code has a finite completion or not. The authors of [7] have 
conjectured that every three-word code is prefix-suffix composed. We show in Section 6 
that three-word codes being not prefix-suffix composed exist, refuting this conjecture. 
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We also propose a code that we conjecture to be an example of a three-word code 
having no finite completion. 
1. Notations and definitions 
Let A be a finite alphabet, A* (resp. A+) the free monoid (resp. semigroup) generated 
by A and E the neutral element of A*. An element of A is called a letter, an element 
of A* a word, and a set of words a language. The length of a word u is noted ]uI, 
and the size of a language L, noted IL], is defined as (L( = CUEL(~]. 
A language C is a code [l, Chap. I] if and only if C* is free, that is, each word 
of C+ can be uniquely expressed as a product of words in C. A language P is prefix 
(resp. sufJ;x) [l, p. 401 if and only if P n PA+ = 0 (resp. P fl A+P = 0). Note that a 
prefix (resp. suffix) language different from {E} is a code. 
The set of codes (resp. prefix codes, suffix codes) is noted % (resp. 9, y). The 
set of codes (resp. prefix codes, suffix codes) containing exactly n words is noted %,, 
(resp. P’,, y”,). 
A code C CA* is maximal [l, p. 411 if it is properly included in no code of 
A*. The set of the factors of a language L g A* is F(L) = {f E A*, A*fA* fl L # 
0). A language L &A’ is complete [l, p. 621 if and only if F(L*) = A*. The fol- 
lowing result is well known and has been proved for a family larger than finite 
codes: a finite code is maximal if and only if it is complete. As a consequence, 
a finite code can be embedded in a finite maximal code if and only if it can be 
embedded in a finite complete code, in other words, if and only if it has a finite 
completion. 
The set of the letters appearing in a language X is noted Alph(X). 
The operation of composition [l, p. 711 can be defined for codes satisfying a cer- 
tain condition of compatibility: the codes X and Y are composable if and only if 
Card(At’ph(X)) = Card(Y). Let X &A+ and Y&B+ be two composable codes. Given 
an injective morphism h such that h(Alph(X)) = Y, the composition of X and Y ac- 
cording to h, noted X Oh Y (or X o Y when there is no ambiguity), is the code h(X), 
i.e. the code obtained by replacing each letter of X by the corresponding word of 
Y. Note that Card(X o Y) = Card(X). The operation of composition is associative: 
X o (Y o Z) = (X o Y) OZ [ 1, p. 721. The composition of two prefix (resp. sufiix) codes 
is a prefix (resp. suffix) code [l, p. 731. If X = Y o Z is a prefix (resp. suffix) code, 
then Y is a prefix (resp. suffix) code too [l, p. 771. 
Let 9 and 99 be two families of codes. The composition of F and 9 is 9 o 9 = 
{f o g, f E F,g E 3, f and g composable}. The union of F and 99 is noted 9 + 9. 
The family 8” is the set of codes composed of n codes in 9. The family F* is 
U F n>O . 
A code is decomposable if it can be expressed as a composition of two codes not 
reduced to an alphabet. A code is pre$x-&ix composed (or p-s-composed) if it can 
be expressed as the composition of prefix and suffix codes. A prefix (resp. suffix) 
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code is considered as a prefix-&ix composed code. A code being not prefix-suffix 
composed is said to be prejx-sufJix indecomposable (or p-s-indecomposable). 
Let L,M CA*. The left (resp. right) quotient of L by M is M-‘L = {u E A*,Mu n 
L # 0) (resp. LM-’ = {U E A*,uA4 n L # 0)). 
A submonoid N of a monoid M is right unitary (resp. left unitary) [l, p. 451 if 
and only if N-‘N = N (resp. NN-’ = N). Note that if P CA* is prefix (resp. suffix), 
then P’ is right (resp. left) unitary. Let C GA* be a code. The smallest right (resp. 
left) unitary submonoid of A’ containing C is noted Mp(C) (resp. MS(C)). The base 
of Mp(C) (resp. MS(C)) is called the prejx (resp. &6x) base of C and is noted 
MC) (resp. MC)). 
Let B = BP(C) (resp. Bs(C)). Let 2 be an alphabet such that Card(Z) = Card(B). 
Let h be an injective morphism such that h(Z) = B. The code Q gZ* such that 
C = Q Oh B is called the prefix (resp. su$ix) quotient of C and is noted Qp(C) (resp. 
es(C)). When the alphabet Z and the morphism h are fixed, the code Q is unique. 
These definitions give the following basic relation: 
c = Qp(C) 0 BP(C) = Qs(C) 0 WC). (1) 
The following algorithm, presented in [2], computes P* = Mp(C). 
Let (Ti;:)i,N be defined by: 
T,=C*, 
T n+l = (T,-’ T,)*. 
We have P* = U n B,,Tn. The language Bp( C) = P is easily constructed from P' . To 
construct Qp(C) from C and BP(C), one first has to: 
l define an alphabet Z such that Card(Z) = Card(Bp(C)), 
l define a morphism h such that h(Z) = BP(C). 
From the definition of the composition, equality (1 ), and the fact that BP(C) is a 
prefix code, one can deduce that h is a prefix morphism, that is an injective morphism, 
and that C = h(Qp(C)). It just remains to compute h-‘(C) to obtain Qp(C). 
Example 1. Let E = {a,aaba,abaaba}. The constructions presented above enable to 
verify that: 
Mp(E) = (a + ba)*. 
BP(E) = {a, ba}. 
QP@) = {X,=YJYXY). 
MS(E) = (a + ab)“. 
Bs(E) = {a, ub}. 
QdE) = {WYX, YXYX). 
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A code C is strongly p-s-indecomposable if it is p-s-indecomposable and if Bp( C) = 
Bs(C) = Alph(C), that is, if and only if BP(C) = Bs(C) = AZph(C) # C. It is easy 
to show by induction on the size of the code that every p-s-indecomposable code is 
the composition of a strongly p-s-indecomposable code and a (p-s-composed) code. 
Example 2. The code C = {b, ab, ba2, a’} is strongly p-s-indecomposable. 
This code is known to have no finite completion (cf. [6]), and then to be ps- 
indecomposable (cf. [7] or Proposition 4). Moreover, one can verify that BP(C) = 
Bs(C) = {a,b}. 
Example 3. The code C = {b, bab, bbaba, (ba)5} is p-s-indecomposable but is not 
strongly p-s-indecomposable, since BP(C) = {a, b}, Bs( C) = {b, ba} and es(C) is the 
code of Example 2. 
The last (resp. first) letter of a word w E A’ is Last(w) = A n (A*)-‘w (resp. 
First(w) = A n w(A*)-‘). This notion can be extended to a language: the set of the 
last (resp. first) letters of the language X CA* is Last(X) = {Last(w), w E X} = 
A n (A*)-‘X (resp. First(X) = {First(w), w E X} = A n X(A*)-‘). 
2. Basic results 
In this section, we establish basic results that are useful for the study of the decom- 
position of a p-s-composed code in prefix and suffix codes. 
The first of them is obvious since it follows directly from the definitions: 
Fact 1. Zf X is a prejix (resp. &fix) code, then BP(X) =X (resp. Bs(X) =X). 
A dual result can be deduced from the preceding fact: 
Fact 2. IfX is a prefix (resp. sujix) code, then Qp(X) (resp. es(X)) is an alphabet. 
The following lemma is an equality concerning the prefix (resp. suffix) monoid of 
the composition of two codes, Almost all the results of this paper are based on this 
lemma. 
Lemma 1. Let X, Y c A* be two composable codes. The two following equalities hold: 
I&(X o Y) = MP(BP(X) o Y). (2) 
Ms(X o Y) = Ms(Bs(X) o Y). (3) 
Proof. Let h be the morphism such that h(X) = X o Y. Let (Ti)iE~ be defined by: 
T,, =X*, 
T ,,+I = (Tn-‘TJ 
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One can show by recurrence that Vi E N, h(Ti) G Mp(h(X)). 
0 initial case: h( To) = h(X* ) = (h(X))* G Mp(h(X>). 
l general case: let us suppose that the result is verified for i = n. 
h(Tn+l) = WWn)‘) 
= (h(pT,))* 
c vvn)-‘Wn))’ 
c (Mp(h(X))-‘Mp(h(X)))* = wPv4~)))* 
= ~PUW). 
Since E!i E N!, M&Y) = Ti:, we have &VP(X)) GMp(h(X>>, and then Mp(h(Mp(X))) 
G MP(h(X)). The converse inclusion Mp(&Y)) 2 Mp(h(Mp(X))) is obvious. Then, we 
have Mp(h(X)) = Mp(h(Mp(X))). Since 
~P@Wf W))) = MP(Y(BPv))* )) 
= ~P(twp(J0))*) 
= JffP(WPV))h 
we finally obtain Mp(h(X)) = Mp(h(Bp(X))), that is, equality (2). Equality (3) is 
proved in a symmetric way. q 
Similar relations can be established for the base of a prefix or suffix monoid. These 
are basic relations concerning the prefix or suffix base and the prefix or suffix quotient 
of a composition of two codes: 
Lemma 2. Let X and Y be two composable codes. The following relations hold: 
Bp(X 0 Y) = Bp(Bp(X) 0 Y) (4) 
=BP(XOQP(Y))OBP(Y), 
QPV 0 Y) = QPW 0 QPCY)) 
= QP(~) 0 QPPPV) 0 Y), 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
and symmetrically 
Bs(X 0 Y) = Bs(Bs(X) 0 Y) (8) 
= BstX 0 QdY)) 0 MY), (9) 
QsV 0 Y) = Qs<X 0 QdY>> (10) 
= QdW 0 Qs(BsGO 0 Y). (11) 
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Proof. Equality (4) is directly deduced from (2). Equality (5) is easily proved: 
&(X~Y)=&(X~QP(Y)~&(Y)) (from (1)) 
=BP(BP(~oQP(Y))oBP(Y)) (from (4)) 
=Bp(Xo Qp(Y))oBp(Y) (from fact 1). 
Equality (6) is proved in the following way: starting from (1 ), we obtain 
XoY =XoQP(Y)oBp(Y) 
and applying (1) to X o Y on the left-hand side and to X 0 QP( Y) on the right-hand 
side, we obtain 
QP(~o Y)oBp(Xo Y> = Q~(X~QP(Y))OBP(XOQP(Y))OBP(Y). 
Applying (5) to the right-hand side of (12), we obtain 
QP(X 0 Y> 0 BP(X 0 Y> = QP(X 0 QP(Y)) OBPW 0 0, 
that is, equality (6), since Bp(X o Y) is a (prefix) code. 
Symmetrically, starting from (1 ), we obtain 
X o Y = Qp(X) o BP(X) o Y, 
(12) 
and applying (1) to X o Y on the left-hand side and to BP(X) 0 Y on the right-hand 
side, we obtain 
Qp(X 0 Y) 0 BP(X 0 Y) = QP(X) 0 QP(BP(X) 0 Y) 0 BP(BP(X) 0 Y>. 
Applying (4) to the right-hand side of (13), we obtain 
Qp(X 0 Y) 0 Bp(X 0 Y) = QP(X) 0 QP(BP(X) 0 Y) 0 BP(X 0 Y), 
that is, equality (7), since Bp(X o Y) is a (prefix) code. 
Equalities (8)-( 11) are proved in a symmetric way. 0 
(13) 
In the particular case where Y is a prefix or a suffix code, the preceding lemma 
gives: 
Lemma 3. Let X and Y be two composable codes such that Y is a prefix code. The 
following relations hold: 
Bp(X 0 Y) = BP(X) 0 Y, 
QP(X 0 Y) = QPCX) 
and symmetrically, if Y is a &fix code, 
Bs(X 0 Y) = Bs(X) 0 Y, 
QsV- 0 Y> = Q&V 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
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Proof. Equality (14) follows from (4) and Fact 1 applied on the prefix code Bp(X)o Y. 
Equality (15) is easily deduced from (14). Equalities (16) and (17) are proved in a 
symmetric way. 0 
3. To decide whether a finite code is p-s-composed or not 
There exists a trivial algorithm to decide whether a finite code C is ps-composed 
or not: one just has to compute all the p-s-composed codes having the size of C and 
verify whether C is one of the codes obtained or not. The following algorithm enables 
to decide more directly whether a finite code C is p-s-composed or not. The codes of 
the decomposition are given from right to left, that is, if, given a code C, the algorithm 
computes successively Xl ,X2,. . . ,X,, then C = X, o X,_ 1 o . . . o Xi. 
The decomposition of a ps-indecomposable code contains at least one p-s-inde- 
composable, before code. But the composition of a code and a ps-indecomposable 
code may be ps-composed. The following example shows more particularly that even 
a prefix or suffix code can be the result of the composition of a prefix or suffix code 
and a ps-indecomposable code. The p-s-indecomposable code appearing here is the 
code of Example 2. 
Example 4. {x2, y,z, t} o {b, ab, ba*, u5} = {b*, ab, ba*, a5}, 
A sufficient condition for a code to be ps-indecomposable is stronger than the 
presence of a ps-indecomposable code in one of its decompositions. The following 
lemma enables to find this sufficient condition. 
Lemma 4. The composition of a p-s-indecomposable code and a code is a p-s- 
indecomposable code. 
Proof. We know that every ps-indecomposable code can be written as the composition 
of a strongly p-s-indecomposable code and a (p-s-composed) code. Then, the proof 
of the lemma can be restricted to the case of the composition of a strongly ps- 
indecomposable code and a code. We suppose that the lemma is false, and we shall 
see that this leads to a contradiction. Let (2) be the following property: a p-s-composed 
code verifies (Z) if and only if it can be written as the composition of a strongly p-s- 
indecomposable code and a code. Let X be the smallest ps-composed code verifying 
(Z), and then refuting the lemma. Let I be a strongly p-s-indecomposable code and 
C be a code such that X = I o C. If X was prefix (resp. suffix) then Z would be 
prefix (resp. suffix) too. Then, there exists a prefix or suffix code P # Alph(P) and 
a ps-composed code U # Alph( U) such that X = U o P. Let us suppose that P is 
prefix (the case “P is suffix” is symmetric). From (4), we have BP(X) = Bp(l o C) = 
Bp(Bp(l) o C) = BP(C). From (14), we have BP(X) = Bp( U) o P, and then C = 
Qp(C) o Bp( U) o P. From X = I o C, we deduce U o P = I o Qp(C) o Bp( U) o P, 
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and then U = Z o Qp(C) o Bp(U), since P is a code. Then U is a p-s-composed code 
verifying (2) with IZ.JI < 1x1, a contradiction. 0 
The algorithm deciding whether a finite code is p-s-composed or not consists of 
decomposing a code C in Qt o B,, where B1 is the prefix or suffix base of C, and 
decomposing successively each Qi in Qi+i oBi+l using the same procedure, until Qi is 
an alphabet or a strongly ps-indecomposable code. Let B = Bi o . . . o B1. If Qi is an 
alphabet, then C = B is a p-s-composed code. If Qi is strongly p-s-indecomposable, 
then C = Qi o B and from Lemma 4, C is a ps-indecomposable code. 
A decomposition whose last code is a prefix (resp. suffix) code different from an 
alphabet is said to be prefix-ending (resp. suffix-ending). 
If the prefix (resp. suffix) base of a code C is an alphabet, then the only prefix 
(resp. suffix) code that can be the last one of a decomposition of C is an alphabet, 
which means that C has no prefix-ending (resp. suffix-ending) decomposition. 
From (1) and (14), one can deduce that BP(C) = Bp(Qp(C)) o Bp( C), and then that 
BP(QP(C)) = ~NQP(C)), 
and symmetrically 
(18) 
Bs(Qs(C)) = AlpNQdC)). (19) 
That means that the decomposition of Qp(C) (resp. es(C)) cannot be prefix-ending 
(resp. suffix-ending), and then only the suffix-ending (resp. prefix-ending) decomposi- 
tion of Qp(C) (resp. es(C)) needs to be computed. Then, the codes computed by the 
algorithm are alternatively prefix and suffix, except eventually the last, which can be 
strongly p-s-indecomposable. 
All these considerations lead to the following algorithm: 
Decompose(C) 
it-0 
If BP(C) = Bs(C) = Al@(C) then 
If C = Alp/z(C) then 
Xi + c 
write “The code is an alphabet, and then is p-s-composed.” 
Else 
Xi + c 
write “The code is strongly ps-indecomposable.” 
Endif 
Else 
If Bp( C) = Alph( C) then 
write “The code has no prefix-ending decomposition.” 
Else 
write “Prefix-ending decomposition:” 
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Decompose_pref(C) 
Endif 
If Bs(C) = AZph(C) then 
write “The code has no suffix-ending decomposition.” 
Else 
write “Suffix-ending decomposition:” 
Decompose_suff(C) 
Endif 
Endif 
End-Decompose(C) 
Decompose_pref(C) 
If BP(C) # Mph(C) then 
i + i + l;Xi + BP(C) 
Decompose_suff(Qp(C)) 
Else 
If C = Mph(C) then 
write “The code is p-s-composed.” 
Else 
i+i+l;Xi+-C 
write “The code is p-s-indecomposable.” 
Endif 
Endif 
EndDecompose_pref(C) 
Decompose_suff(C) 
If Bs(C) # AZph(C) then 
i + i + 1;Xj + Bs(C) 
Decompose-pref(Qs(C)) 
Else 
If C = A&h(C) then 
write “The code is p-s-composed.” 
Else 
i+i+l;&+C 
write “The code is ps-indecomposable.” 
Endif 
Endif 
EndDecompose_suff(C) 
The following example shows that a p-s-composed code can have both prefix-ending 
and suffix-ending decomposition: 
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Example 5. Let C be the code {a, a&z, abaabu}. We have BP(C) = {a, bu} and 
Bs(C) = {a,&}. The application of the algorithm leads to the two following decom- 
positions: 
c = {x,xxy,xyxy} 0 {a, bu}. 
c = {z,zt, tt} 0 {x, yx} 0 {a, ub}. 
4. The shortest decomposition i  prefix and sufFix codes of a p-s-composed code 
In this section, we prove that the algorithm presented in Section 3 gives the shortest 
decomposition in prefix and sullix codes of a p-s-composed code. We need to prove 
first the following preliminary results: 
Lemma 5. Let C = S o P be a code where S is a suftix code and P a prefix code. 
The prefix-ending decomposition of C is C = Qp( C) 0 Bp( C), where Qp( C) is a m&ix 
code. 
Proof. From S = Qp(S) o Bp(S), Qp(S) is a s&ix code. From (15), Qp( C) = 
QP(S o P) = Qp(S), and then Qp(C) is a suffix code. 0 
Lemma 6. Let C = S o P be a code where S is a suffix code and P a prejix code. 
The sufJix-ending decomposition of C is C = Qp(Qs(C)) 0 Bp(Qs(C)) oBs(C), where 
Qp(Qs(C)) is a s@x code, and es(C) E 9’ o 9. 
Proof. From C = es(C) o Bs(C) and (7), we deduce 
QAC) = Qp(Qs(C)) 0 Qp(Bp(Qs(C)) oBs(C)). (20) 
From Lemma 5, Qp(C) is a suffix code, and then, from the preceding equality, 
Qp(Qs(C)) is a suffix code too. Since es(C) = Qp(Qs(C)) 0 Bp(Qs(C)), QdC) E 
Yo9J. 0 
The general case can now be proved: 
Lemma 7. For all n 2 1, if C E (Y + 9)” 0 9, then 
Qp(C) E (Y + 9)+-l 0 9, 
es(C) E (9 + 9)” 0 B 
and symmetrically, if C E (Y + 9’)” 0 9, then 
(21) 
(22) 
es(C) E (Y + 9)--l 0 9, 
Qp(C) E (Y + 9)” 0 Y. 
(23) 
(24) 
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Proof. Lemmas 5 and 6 enable to prove the result for n = 1. Let us suppose that the 
result is verified until n = i- 1. Let C E (Y+B)‘o9’. If 3-j < i, C E (Y+9)joY, then 
the result is verified by hypothesis of recurrence. So, we can suppose that C = X o P, 
with X E (9’ + Y,)i-’ o Y and P E 9. From (15), we have Qp(C) = Q&Y). By 
hypothesis of recurrence, Q&X) E (9 + Pp)i-1 o 9, and then (21) is verified for C. 
From (1 l), we have es(C) = es(X) o Q&&(X) o P). By hypothesis of recurrence, 
Q&Y) E (9 + P,)i-* o 9. From Lemma 6, Q@s(X) o P) E 9’ o 9. We finally obtain 
es(C) E (Y + Py-* o B o 9’ o 9, hence (22). A symmetric reasoning enables to prove 
(23) and (24). 0 
It is not difficult to prove, by using Lemma 7, that if C is a code obtained by 
composing n prefix and sufhx codes whose last one is prefix (resp. suffix), then the 
prefix-ending (resp. suffix-ending) decomposition of C contains at most n prefix and 
suffix codes, which means that the algorithm of Section 3 gives the shortest decompo- 
sition in prefix and suffix codes. 
5. n-word codes 
We shall now study the relations existing between the cardinal of a p-s-composed 
code and the number of codes appearing in its decomposition(s) in prefix and suffix 
codes. 
Let us recall first a result proved in [2]: Let C be a code and B = BP(C) (resp. 
Bs(C)). Every word in B is a right (resp. left) factor of at least one word in C, and 
then: 
Curd(B) < Curd(C). (25) 
In particular: 
Fact 3. Let C be a code. If B&C) = Alph(C) then Last(C) = Alph(C). Symmetri- 
cally, if Bs(C) = A&h(C) then First(C) = Alph(C). 
If C is a code such that Curd(C) = Card(Bp(C)) (resp. Curd(Bs(C))), then the 
prefix-ending (resp. suffix-ending) decomposition of C contains at most two codes: 
Lemma 8. Let C E %‘*, B = BP(C) (resp. Bs(C)) and Q = Qp(C) (resp. es(C)). If 
Curd(B) = n then Q E 9, (resp. Y,,), and then C E 9, o P,, (resp. Y,, o Y”,). 
Proof. Let C E V,. Let B = Bp(C) and Q = Qp(C). We know that Curd(Q) = 
Card(C) = n and Curd(Alph(Q)) = Curd(B). From (18), BP(Q) = Alph(Q). From 
Fact 3, we have Last(Q) = Alph(Q), and then Card(Lust(Q)) = Curd(B). If Curd(B) 
= n, then Curd(Lust(Q)) = Curd(Q) = n, and then Q is a suffix code. The symmetric 
reasoning holds. 0 
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A consequence of Lemma 8 is that the prefix-ending (resp. suffix-ending) decompo- 
sition of a two-word code contains at most two codes: 
Proposition 1. f+T?z = .5Yz 092 = ,4p2 0Y)2. 
Proof. Let C E %z, B = Bp(C) (resp. Bs(C)) and n = Curd(B). From (25), we have 
n <2. If n = 1 then B = {u} and C = {a’, &} with i, j > 0, and then C is not a code. 
Hence n = 2, and from Lemma 8 we conclude that C E .4p2 o P2 (resp. 92 o 92). 0 
Let us consider the algorithm presented in Section 3. Let C be the initial code hav- 
ing to be decomposed. Let Xi,. . . ,Xi be the i codes obtained at the i first steps of the 
algorithm. Let Y be the current code having to be decomposed after the ith step. We 
have C = Y OXi.. . Xl. Let US suppose that none of Xi+1 ,Xi+z and Xi+3 is an alpha- 
bet. Then Xi+t = BP(Y), xi+2 = Bs(Qp(Y)) and xi+3 = Bp(Qs(Qp(V)). Lemma 9 
enables to show that for all i, Curd(Xi+l)>Curd(Xi). Lemma 10 shows that at most 
two consecutive codes computed by the algorithm can have the same cardinal, that is, 
for all i, if Curd(X) = Curd(X+i) then Curd(X+z) > Curd&+,). 
Lemma 9. Let C be a code. The following inequalities hold: 
Curd(Bs(MC))) B Curd(Bp(C)), 
Curd(Bp(Qs(C))) 2 Curd(Bs(C)). 
(26) 
(27) 
Proof. Let C be a code, X = Qp(C) and n = Curd(Bp(C)). By construction, 
Card(Alph(X)) = n. From X C(Bs(X))+, we deduce that for each letter a in Lust(X), 
there exists at least one word wa in Bs(X) such that Lust(w,) =a, and then Card(Bs(X)) 
2 Curd(Lust(X)). From (18), we have BP(X) = AZph(X). From Fact 3, we have 
Last(X) = AZph(X), hence Card(Bs(X)) 2 Curd(AZph(X)), that is, Curd(Bs(X)) an. 
Inequality (27) is proved in the symmetric way. 0 
Lemma 10. Let C be a p-s-composed code having at least three codes in its decom- 
position in prejix and su$ix codes. If Card(Bp(C)) = m, then 
l Card(Bs(Qp(C))) am, 
l if Curd(Bs(Qp(C))) = m then Card(Bp(Qs(Qp(C)))) > m. 
Symmetrically, if Curd(Bs(C)) = m, then 
l Card(Bp(Qs(C))) am, 
l if Curd(Bp(Qs(C))) = m then Curd(Bs(Qp(Qs(C)))) > m. 
Proof. Let C be an n-word ps-composed code having at least three codes in its 
decomposition in prefix and sufiix codes. We suppose that BP(C) # AZph(C) and 
Curd(Bp(C)) = m. Let X = Qp(C), S = Bs(X) and Q = Bp(Qs(X)). Since C is com- 
posed of at least three codes, neither X, nor S, nor Q can be an alphabet. From Lemma 
9, we have Curd(Q) 2 Curd(S) Bm. From (4), BP(X) = Bp(Bp(Qp(Qs(X)>) 0 Q 0 S). 
From (10 BP(QP(Qs(X))) = Alph(Qp(Qs(X))). From (10 BP(X) = Alph(X). We 
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finally obtain Bp(Q o S) = A&h(X). By construction, Curd(Alph(X)) = m, and then 
Card(Bp(Q o S)) = m. The case Card(Q) = m cannot occur. Indeed, if we suppose 
that Curd(Q) = m then Curd(Q o S) = m and from Lemma 8, Q o S is a suffix code, 
which means that either Q = Mph(Q) or S # B&Y), a contradiction. The symmetric 
reasoning holds. 0 
The general structure of the decomposition of a ps-composed code given by the 
algorithm of Section 3 can be written like this: 
Lemma 11. Let Ti be the fumiZy ((Pi o 9;) + (Yi o Pi)), that is the family of the 
codes obtained by the composition of an i-word prejx code and an i-word su.x 
code, or the composition of an i-word X&X code and an i-word prejix code. If C is 
a p-s-composed code such that Curd(C) = n and Curd(Bp(C)) = m < n, then C is 
in the family 
Tn 0 Ti, 0 . ..oTikO(Y4pmOP,), 
where n > il > i2 > ’ ’ + > ik > m, and symmetrically, if C is a ps-composed code 
such that Curd(C) = n and Curd(Bs(C)) = m < n, then C is in the family 
Tn 0 Ti, 0 ’ ..OTik O(PmOYpm), 
where n > il > i2 > . . . > ik > m. 
Proof. For all i, we have clearly 
Pi C ,4pi 0 Pi, (28) 
c!Ypi G Pi 0,4pi, (29) 
since an i-letter alphabet is in Yi (resp. pi). The proof can be done by recurrence: 
the case n = m is treated by Lemma 8. The general case is easily treated by using 
(28), (29), Lemma 10 and the algorithm of Section 3. 0 
Proposition 2. Let C be an n-word p-s-composed code (n 23). The shortest decom- 
position of C in prefix and &/ix codes contains at most 2n - 3 codes. This limit is 
reached for all n > 3. 
Proof. Lemma 11 shows that an n-word p-s-composed code such that Curd(Bp(C)) 
= m can be decomposed in at most 2(n - m + 1) prefix and sufhx codes. The maximum 
of this value is reached for m = 2 (the case m = 1 cannot occur) and should be 
2n - 2. But this value can be slightly improved by using Proposition 1. Indeed, for all 
i, 9ioY2092 = Pio9’2oY2 = Bio5“2 and, symmetrically, Yiog2oY2 = Yi09’2. 
Finally, we see that 2n - 3 codes suffice. For all n >3, there exist codes that reach 
this limit, that is, that cannot be decomposed in less than 2n - 3 prefix and suffix 
codes. 
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Let Ai,j be the code defined on the alphabet {al,. . . , aj} by 
Ai,j = {al,...,aj_1,ul,...,ui_j,a, -‘Ui-j+I}, 
where 241 = UlUjUl and Uk = uk-iq -l~k_iai for k > 1. Let Xi,j be the code defined 
on the alphabet {xi,. . . ,xj} by 
Xi,j = {X~,~..~Xj_~,X~Xj~U~~...,U~-j~X~’U~-j+*}, 
where ~1 = XlXjXjXl and Uk = Uk-ix, -lUk_lXi for k > 1. 
An easy computation leads to: 
Bp(Ai,j)={al,...,aj-l,ajal}, 
Bs(4,j) = {al,. 1.3 aj}, 
B&G, j) = Ix1 P.. . ,Xj-l,XlXj,Xjxj}, 
BP(Xi,j)={xl~~~~~xj}~ 
Moreover, we have Ai,j = Xi_l,j o Bp(Ai,j) and 2’i.j = Ai+l,j+l 0 Bs(1i.j). 
Since the algorithm of Section 3 gives the shortest decomposition in prefix and 
suffix codes, the code A,,Z cannot be decomposed in less than 2n - 3 prefix and suflix 
codes. 0 
6. Three-word codes 
The problem of deciding whether a given finite code can be embedded into a finite 
maximal code is still open. The following result, stated in [7], enables to give a partial 
answer to this problem: 
Proposition 3. A finite code obtained by composition of codes having a jnite com- 
pletion has a jnite completion. 
Proof. Let 1 = xl oh, . ’ ’ Ohn_l X, be the composition of n codes having a finite 
completion. Let Yi be a finite completion of Xi, for i E { 1,. . . , n}. The Yi cannot 
be composed since the condition Card(AZph(&)) = Card( Yi+l) is not verified. To 
obtain this condition, one just has to take Z,, = Y,,, and for each i < n, to construct 
a complete code Zi containing Yi and defined on an alphabet Ai such that 
Card(Ai) = Card(Zi+l) (it means that Zi+i must be constructed before Zi). For each 
i in {l,... ,n - l}, one constructs a morphism hj such that hi(Alph(Zi)) = Zi+l and 
such that V’a E AZph(Xi), hi(a) = hi(a). By construction, Zi Oh; . . . Oh’ n--l Z, is a finite 
completion of X. 
To extend a complete code C defined on the alphabet {al,. . . , a,} to a complete 
code C’ containing C and defined on the alphabet {a,, . . . ,a,,, . . . ,a,}, one can for 
example take C’ = s(C), where s is the finite substitution defined by S(Q) = ai, for 
i E {I,..., n-l} ands(a,)=a,+a,+i+... + up. It is not difficult to verify that if 
C is complete and is a code, then s(C) is complete and is a code too. 0 
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Since every prefix (resp. suffix) code has a finite completion (cf. [7]), one obtains: 
Proposition 4 (Restivo et al. [7]). Every jinite prefix-sufix composed code has a 
Jinite completion. 
The four-word code {b, ab, ba’, u5}, constructed in [6], is the smallest known example 
of a code having no finite completion. Proposition 1 shows that every two-word code 
is prefix-suffix composed (another proof is given in [7]). Then, from Proposition 3, 
every two-word code has a finite completion. The question remains open for three-word 
codes. The authors of [7] have implicitly proposed the following conjecture: 
(Cl) Every three-word code has a jinite completion. 
In fact, they have explicitly conjectured that 
(C2) Every three-word code is prejx-sufix composed. 
From proposition 4, the truthness of (C2) implies the truthness of (Cl). 
To find the smallest counterexample to (C2), it is not useful to search for p-s- 
indecomposable three-word codes defined on an alphabet containing more than 2 letters. 
Indeed, a p-s-indecomposable three-word code defined on a k-letter alphabet contains in 
its decomposition(s) given by the algorithm of Section 3 a smaller p-s-indecomposable 
three-word code defined on a two-letter alphabet: 
Proposition 5. Every p-s-indecomposable three-word code dejined on a k-letter ul- 
phubet is the composition of a ps-indecomposable three-word code defined on a 
two-letter alphabet and a @refix or &/ix) two-word code defined on a k-letter ul- 
phubet. 
Proof. Let C be a p-s-indecomposable three-word code such that Curd(Alph(C)) = 
k > 2. Let B = BP(C) (resp. Bs(C)) and n = Curd(B). If n = 1 then C is not a code, 
a contradiction. If n = 3 then, by Lemma 8, C E 93 093 (resp. 93 093) and then C is 
not ps-indecomposable, a contradiction. So, we have n = 2 and then B is a two-word 
code defined on a k-letter alphabet. Let X be the code such that C = X o B. If X was 
p-s-composed, then C would be too. Then X is a p-s-indecomposable three-word code 
defined on a two-letter alphabet. 0 
The code appearing in the following proposition is the smallest counterexample to 
(C2). 
Proposition 6. The three-word code {a, ubu, bubu’b} is not prejix-sufix composed 
Proof. Let C = {u,ubu, bubu’b}. The code C is neither prefix nor suffix and one can 
verify, using the method presented in Section 1, that BP(C) = Bs(C) = {a, b}. 0 
The code of the above proposition is the particular element LQ of the following 
family of three-word codes which are not prefix-suffix composed. Indeed, it is not 
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difficult to extend the precedent proof to verify that Qn E N, Vu E (a + ub)*, the language 
L,, = {a, aba, (ba)“+%ab) 
is a code and that Bp(L,,) = Bs(L,,u) = {a, b}. 
The refutation of (C2) does not give a refutation to (Cl). Indeed, a code included 
in a maximal p-s-composed code is p-s-composed, but the converse of Proposition 4 
is false: there exist maximal (p-s-)indecomposable codes which are neither prefix nor 
suffix. The first example of such a code has been given in [4]. A family of such codes 
has been constructed in [3]. The smallest example of such a code, given in [5], is 
{b, ubu,ub2, u4, bu2b, ubu3,ub2u2, ba3b, bu2ba2, bu3bu2, ba6}. 
The code Lo,~ has a finite completion 
I%$,,~ = {u,abu, b2, b3u, buba3, buba3bu, baba2b, baba2b2u, bubab2, bubab3u, bubububa}. 
More generally, each L,, has a finite completion. Let 
M,,, = (a + b2 + (bu)n+2(u2 + ub + b2)(a + b)lUI)(E + ba 
+(bu)2 + . . . + (bu)“+‘) + (bu)2”+4. 
It is not difficult to verify that M,,, is a finite maximal code containing L,,. 
Most of the ps-indecomposable three-word codes we have been able to construct 
(not only the L,,) have a finite completion. However, there are still three-word codes 
for which we do not know whether they have a finite completion or not. One of them 
is the palindrome code {u,abu, bu2bububa2b}. We can conjecture that: 
Conjecture 1. The three-word code {a, abu, bu2bububa2b} has no jnite completion. 
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